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                            Discover The Tools In Our Toolbox

                        

                        
                            Our 5 approaches give you and end-to-end solution covering simple team bonding workshops to boost moral, all the way through to high-end experiential learning solutions with on the job coaching if required
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                                        Message Creator

                                        Deliver your corporate messages, on point and with style with our team bonding workshops
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                                        Idea Shaker

                                        Let us shake the ideas out of your team and create thought provoking insights with our more strategic experiential learning simulations
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                                        Team Developer

                                        Take insights and turn them into action plans when we blend our activities with workshop styled deep dives
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                                        Behaviour Validator

                                        Use one of our diagnostic assessment tools alongside our activities to offer a different perspective and deepen the learning experience
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                                        Change Sustainer

                                        Ensure long term sustained change with our team and individual coaching solutions
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                                                                    On Shifting Sands

                                                                    On Shifting Sands is the Rolls Royce of Team Building Programs. We use a blend of progressively more challenging activities to deliver powerful learning insights. Incorporating the story of Wilfred Thesiger and his two Bedouin tribe mates (from the Rashid Tribe) creates an activity designed to challenge the communication and alignment skills of your team. Team building really doesn’t get any better than this!
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                                                                    Solar Buddy

                                                                    Give the gift of light at your next conference or workshop. Solar Buddy is a CSR activity where your participants will build and gift solar lights to children who do not have the luxury of light and electricity in their homes. Instead of giving participants a corporate branded give away, why don't you let them give back to society instead?
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                                                                    The Chocolate Factory

                                                                    The Chocolate Factory is an innovation simulation that helps teams understand the importance of stakeholder alignment in delivering great products and services to customers. Can be used as part of innovation kick start or customer alignment workshop.
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                                                                    Before Mars

                                                                    Before Mars is the next generation in strategic business simulation. Test your team against international performance data benchmark data, explore how you make strategic decisions with our post event data report and draw parallels with how you build your real life business strategy.  
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                                                                    Race for Space

                                                                    Companies today find themselves in a constant race to gain market share, increase production, productivity and efficiency. The Race for Space helps teams to prepare for this challenge. Themed on the legendary race to space in the 1950’s and 1960’s between Global Superpowers, this exercise uses a series of challenges to fine tune the skills of your team in your own Race for Space.
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                                                                    Detour

                                                                    In our fast paced society, the need to adapt and change with increasing speed becomes greater day by day. As the pressure on teams and leaders increases, the ability to plan effectively, re-allocate resources and prioritise is critical to maximize the efficiency of teams. DETOUR simulates this fast paced environment with a multi layered, multi activity, simulation designed to challenge the most agile of teams.
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                                                                    Code Crackers

                                                                    A wise man once said "You cannot solve problems with the same kind of thinking that made them!" Code Crackers helps teams to understand 'what do they do, when they don't know what to do!' Teams will have learn how to leverage team strengths and break their paradigms to  solve our puzzles, unlock new ideas and develop new solutions!
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                                                                    DomeWorks

                                                                    Looking for a thought provoking activity? Short on time? Need something with high impact. DomeWorks could be your perfect fit.
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                                                                    Photoshoot

                                                                    Let your teams' creativity run wild in this photo themed energiser.Get immersed in the world of Stop Motion story telling and let your teams produce a video masterpiece.An excellent activity to deliver corporate messages or themes and bring values to life.
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                                                                    All Hands

                                                                    One of our most impactful activities, All Hands sees teams recreate a work of art to reflect your corporate culture, completely from scratch. Our twist on this popular team building classic is to mirror your organisational structure to ensure we can run a meaningful debrief when the picture is finally revealed. The activity concludes by creating a strong emotional connection to your conference messaging and covers the topics of communication and collaboration showing what can be achieved when a team is fully aligned.
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                                                                    Team Tracks

                                                                    State of the art,  GPS activity challenge. Sets a new benchmark in technology driven scavenger hunts with unparalleled activity types. Picture challenges, Video challenges, image recognition and augmented reality challenges. Can be run indoor or outdoor at a single location or across an entire city. Highly engaging!
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                                                                    Rock My Boat

                                                                    Rock My Boat is an activity that sees teams design, build and race a cardboard boat. This event is much more than just a boat building activity and allows teams to experience the value of planning and sharing a common goal before executing a task.
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                                                                    SnapShot

                                                                    Are you looking for a unique Ice Breaker to connect to your conference theme and deliver powerful end of conference messaging? Then SnapShot could be just what you're looking for.
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                                                                    The Business

                                                                    This highly creative task goes deeper into movie making and sees your team vision for the future. We have built multiple debriefing points into this tried and tested team building activity to ensure that the link back to business messages is always clear.
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                                                                    Ad Break

                                                                    Movie making is some of the best team building you can possibly do and Ad Break is our twist on this team building classic. The concept is clear, teams must write, produce, act and edit a TV commercial or Short Movie. Due to the complexity of the task, there is an excellent opportunity for debriefing especially around planning and execution, managing ideas, decision making, resource allocation and time management. We only use Apple iPads with the latest apps to make sure the quality is great and that the software is easy for everyone to use. The activity concludes with the playing of the videos and some possible awards if required. All videos to be provided in electronic format to allow for any further usage within the organization.
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                                                                    Empathy Styles

                                                                    Empathy Styles has been our go to diagnostic for nearly 15 years. It is so simple to understand, but so powerful when applied. Understand yourself, read the styles of others and adapt to build more empathy and drive improved communication.
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                                                                    Switch

                                                                    Switch is our latest Diagnostic tool and provides both individual profiles, but more importantly an incredibly thought provoking team diagnostic.
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                                                                    iCLi

                                                                    The iCLi is one of the most interesting diagnostics we have seen for years. It's unique focus on the need for different innovation approaches makes it ideal for exec level individuals and teams.
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                                                                    Survivor Island Rescue

                                                                    Inspired by the TV show, teams complete a series of survival themed tasks. This includes crossing the quick sand, working together to secure their water, identify building materials and designing, building and racing their boats off the Island.Survivor Island Rescue delivers solid learning outcomes and self-reflection on the theme of high performing teams, with well-structured debriefs after each activity to draw out the key learning.
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                                                                    Team Tracks

                                                                    Team Tracks is a virtual team building activity that offers full customization options, including branding and theming, as well as content tailored to specific business messages or themes. This engaging and fun activity allows teams to collaborate, problem-solve, and build relationships while participating in a unique and exciting challenge. With its flexible interface and fully customizable features, Team Tracks is an ideal solution for companies looking to improve teamwork, communication, and morale among remote teams.
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                                                                    Wabar

                                                                    Wabar is the first Arabic language virtual team building activity designed to promote virtual collaboration skills among remote teams. Through a series of challenges and interactive activities, Wabar encourages participants to work together and develop essential virtual collaboration skills. This unique and exciting team building activity is the perfect solution for companies looking to foster teamwork and communication among remote teams while celebrating Arabic culture.
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                                                                    Mission to Mars

                                                                    Mission to Mars is a virtual team building activity that takes place in a secret virtual training ground deep in the Rub Al Khali desert. With a focus on virtual collaboration skills, Mission to Mars challenges participants to work together and overcome obstacles as they navigate the treacherous terrain of the Red Planet. Through interactive challenges and puzzles, teams learn to communicate effectively and develop essential teamwork skills. This exciting and immersive experience is the perfect solution for companies looking to foster collaboration and camaraderie among remote teams while also providing an engaging and memorable team building activity.
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                    What Is It?

                

                
                    On Shifting Sands is the Rolls Royce of Team Building Programs. We use a blend of progressively more challenging activities to deliver powerful learning insights. Incorporating the story of Wilfred Thesiger and his two Bedouin tribe mates (from the Rashid Tribe) creates an activity designed to challenge the communication and alignment skills of your team. Team building really doesn’t get any better than this!
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Companies that select this program are looking for a unique learning experience. It best suits learning and messaging around the importance of planning and a shared goal, cross stakeholder alignment, the ability for teams to recognise inefficiencies in strategy and the ability to adapt and align teams. The activity also carries strong messages around reducing silos and working in remote teams.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    On Shifting Sands

                

                

                    On Shifting Sands is the Rolls Royce of Team Building Programs. We use a blend of progressively more challenging activities to deliver powerful learning insights. Incorporating the story of Wilfred Thesiger and his two Bedouin tribe mates (from the Rashid Tribe) creates an activity designed to challenge the communication and alignment skills of your team. Team building really doesn’t get any better than this!

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 120
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                3 - 4 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Outdoor,Face to face
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Every night, 789 Million people are plunged into darkness. The impacts of energy poverty are real and together we can illuminate the futures of all children living in energy poverty.Join us for an hour of power and give the gift of light. The workshop consists of an impactful presentation on energy poverty and the change that is already being made, participants then build their own Solar Buddy to be gifted to a child in need!
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Companies running Solar Buddy are usually looking for an activity with a strong CSR or sustainability message. The workshop helps participants connect to global social issues and then do something to be part of the change required for a more sustainable future for us all. Rather than providing a give away at your next conference, why not give back instead.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Solar Buddy

                

                

                    Give the gift of light at your next conference or workshop. Solar Buddy is a CSR activity where your participants will build and gift solar lights to children who do not have the luxury of light and electricity in their homes. Instead of giving participants a corporate branded give away, why don't you let them give back to society instead?

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 0
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                1 - 4 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    The Chocolate Factory is all about customer experience, cross department alignment and driving innovation! Can your team work together to meet the demands of changing market and customer needs? After a challenging first round, participants get to redesign their factory to better meet the changing needs of their customer. This activity works perfectly for organisations with multiple stakeholders all involved in delivering a product or service to a customer.
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Companies selecting this activity are looking to improve the way they work across departments to deliver a premium product or service experience for their customers. Through the process of transforming the Chocolate Factory to its optimal performance level we can draw powerful learning insights around Cross department collaboration, service experience, employee engagement and innovation!

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    The Chocolate Factory

                

                

                    The Chocolate Factory is an innovation simulation that helps teams understand the importance of stakeholder alignment in delivering great products and services to customers. Can be used as part of innovation kick start or customer alignment workshop.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                12 - 300
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                2 - 4 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Outdoor,Face to face
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Before Mars is the next generation in Business Simulations allowing you to benchmark your team’s strategic thinking and execution capabilities against a global playing field!Before Mars is probably the most challenging simulation we have seen and, to date, no team has achieved the maximum possible score. Can your team break down the silos and get the balance of competition and collaboration right to ensure the survival of the human race???
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Companies that select this program are looking to test and evaluate their own strategic thinking and execution skills. In the game you are part of an individual team, whilst working towards a collective target. This mirrors the challenges teams face in the real world and allows us to explore the creation and breaking of silos. Understanding how you made decisions in the simulation and drawing parallels back to work can give powerful insights in what your team can do to optimise their performance.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Before Mars

                

                

                    Before Mars is the next generation in strategic business simulation. Test your team against international performance data benchmark data, explore how you make strategic decisions with our post event data report and draw parallels with how you build your real life business strategy.  

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 150
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                3 - 4 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    The Race for Space is our twist on the great space race of years gone by. Nowadays our Race for Space is either gaining market share or being one step ahead of the competition. The activity consists of fast-paced communication focused activities with well structured debriefs and reflections back to the way we work as teams. We finish with a high energy Lunar Dome Build to simulate your teams Race for Space.
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Companies selecting this activity are looking for a focus on strong learning outcomes but with more of a fun focus. The messaging is around communication and alignment, maximising resources, using alignment to drive efficiency and clarifying roles and responsibilities to drive performance increases. The activity works extremely well with Sales and Marketing teams or teams working in highly competitive industries where performance is a major focus.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Race for Space

                

                

                    Companies today find themselves in a constant race to gain market share, increase production, productivity and efficiency. The Race for Space helps teams to prepare for this challenge. Themed on the legendary race to space in the 1950’s and 1960’s between Global Superpowers, this exercise uses a series of challenges to fine tune the skills of your team in your own Race for Space.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 120
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                2 - 4 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Detour is all about finding the opportunity in change. It is a fast-paced high-tech activity that simulates the volatile and high-pressure business environment that we live in today. We mix a blend of puzzle-based challenges, individual tasks and traditional team building activities. As more and more tasks are delivered, teams must constantly adapt, reprioritise and leverage the strengths of all team members to maximise their available opportunities. 
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Companies selecting this activity are looking for an activity that mirrors the need for modern day teams to be agile, responsive and adaptable. It creates a highly competitive environment to create an engaging experience with some great learnings around task prioritisation, the balance of competition and collaboration, task and resource management and the importance of team alignment.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Detour

                

                

                    In our fast paced society, the need to adapt and change with increasing speed becomes greater day by day. As the pressure on teams and leaders increases, the ability to plan effectively, re-allocate resources and prioritise is critical to maximize the efficiency of teams. DETOUR simulates this fast paced environment with a multi layered, multi activity, simulation designed to challenge the most agile of teams.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                8 - 600
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                1 - 2 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    What do you do when you don’t know what to do? What do you do when you can’t see the solution to a problem, but you know there is one? How can you break your paradigms and generate new ideas? Code Crackers mixes the latest app technology and physical problem-solving challenges to test the smartest of teams. Teams must work together, solve clues and unlock the secrets of their team success. It’s a great way to kick start your conference or strategy session.
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Code Crackers has been redesigned to fit the brief of companies looking to sharpen collaborative creative thinking and problem solving under pressure.The activity works well as an Ice Breaker but is more suitable to deliver powerful insights around breaking old ways of thinking and unlocking the creative potential of the team. “You cant expect to generate new ideas from old ways of thinking! “ 

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Code Crackers

                

                

                    A wise man once said "You cannot solve problems with the same kind of thinking that made them!" Code Crackers helps teams to understand 'what do they do, when they don't know what to do!' Teams will have learn how to leverage team strengths and break their paradigms to  solve our puzzles, unlock new ideas and develop new solutions!

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 500
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                1 - 2 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    The Team Tracks framework is specifically suited to virtual events and conferences looking for engagement activities to connect to the conference theme. Team Tracks allows for full customisation of both the App look and feel and activity content. The finale of the event sees all teams gather in a final video chat room for a high impact review of the photos and videos and reveal of the winning teams.
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Clients run Team Tracks to bring fun, engagement and connection to your conference theme. The activity can be custom-themed to your corporate messaging with custom theming and custom activities possible. Race against the clock, activity driven team building is always a winner and knowing you are using the global leader in the technology gives peace of mind for a smooth event.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Team Tracks

                

                

                    Team Tracks is a virtual team building activity that offers full customization options, including branding and theming, as well as content tailored to specific business messages or themes. This engaging and fun activity allows teams to collaborate, problem-solve, and build relationships while participating in a unique and exciting challenge. With its flexible interface and fully customizable features, Team Tracks is an ideal solution for companies looking to improve teamwork, communication, and morale among remote teams.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 1000
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                1 - 3 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Virtual,Hybrid
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Does your team have what it takes to unlock the secrets of the Lost City of Wabar? This highly immersive 3D team building activity focuses on the importance of collaboration in the virtual environment. Wabar is the first Middle Eastern themed team building activity and is available with both English and Arabic translations to ensure full engagement for all your team. 
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Wabar has been developed for clients looking for either a locally themed team building activity, or those looking for a specific focus on collaboration. The activity uses information gathering and alignment as they key game mechanic and shows teams how virtual performance can be improved through better collaboration in the virtual environment. The activity is also optimised for large groups so it is simple to run, and fun for participants.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Wabar

                

                

                    Wabar is the first Arabic language virtual team building activity designed to promote virtual collaboration skills among remote teams. Through a series of challenges and interactive activities, Wabar encourages participants to work together and develop essential virtual collaboration skills. This unique and exciting team building activity is the perfect solution for companies looking to foster teamwork and communication among remote teams while celebrating Arabic culture.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 1000
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                1 - 2 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Virtual,Hybrid
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Mission to Mars is a series activities designed to test, benchmark and improve the virtual collaboration skills of teams. Participants must leverage remote working and agile skills to solve a series of progressively more challenging tasks. Mission to Mars Virtual is a challenging activity designed to test high performing teams. Analytics are incorporated into the activities to provide data driven learning insights.
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Companies that select this program are usually looking to develop the virtual collaboration and remote working skills of their teams. The 3D element was designed to include more engaging visuals and to be run with large groups with ease. It allows teams to see their skills gaps and easily make changes to improve virtual collaboration performance. Fun but with a strong development focus.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Mission to Mars

                

                

                    Mission to Mars is a virtual team building activity that takes place in a secret virtual training ground deep in the Rub Al Khali desert. With a focus on virtual collaboration skills, Mission to Mars challenges participants to work together and overcome obstacles as they navigate the treacherous terrain of the Red Planet. Through interactive challenges and puzzles, teams learn to communicate effectively and develop essential teamwork skills. This exciting and immersive experience is the perfect solution for companies looking to foster collaboration and camaraderie among remote teams while also providing an engaging and memorable team building activity.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 300
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                1 - 2 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Virtual,Hybrid
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Domeworks is the final activity from Race for Space. Its such a great activity that we have released it as a standalone product. After an initial Dome orientation, teams are challenged to build the Dome as fast as they can. Scores are recorded and global benchmarks discussed. Then the team have a chance to redesign and have a second attempt to see if they can go under 5 minutes and get on our global leader board. Fast paced, high energy and great learning! 
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Domeworks has been engineered to fit companies with briefs of a short timeline but with high expectations on outcomes! The activity can be run in 60-90 minutes, so it fits the Ice Breaker segment, but delivers thought provoking experience to achieve solid learning outcomes.The event messaging focuses on team alignment, multi stakeholder project management, process improvement and is also a lot of fun!

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    DomeWorks

                

                

                    Looking for a thought provoking activity? Short on time? Need something with high impact. DomeWorks could be your perfect fit.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 160
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                1 - 2 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Photoshoot brings all of the benefits of movie-making team building but in the world of Stop Motion Animation. This allows for high levels of creativity and reduces the overall event time. Teams must plan, script, direct and star in their stop motion masterpiece. We use our interactive voting when we play the videos to announce the winning teams. Add on an optional ‘Oscar’ themed ceremony to make it an event to remember.
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Companies using Photoshoot are usually wanting teams to explore some kind of message. This could be the strategic focus for the company for next year (collaboration, alignment, go for growth) or connecting to the company values. The creation of a movie around this theme helps to anchor the message with participants. Companies also select this activity because it is so much fun…

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Photoshoot

                

                

                    Let your teams' creativity run wild in this photo themed energiser.Get immersed in the world of Stop Motion story telling and let your teams produce a video masterpiece.An excellent activity to deliver corporate messages or themes and bring values to life.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 500
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                1 - 3 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face,Outdoor
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    All Hands is our twist on the classic team building activity of painting a masterpiece. Our unique approach to this activity ensures high engagement and amazing results. Teams understand and experience the true power of collaboration and when we show the final image at the end of the day will send chills down their spines and leave a memory that will last for years!
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                    Why?

                

                
                    All Hands is quite simply the best collaboration activity you can do. Companies that select this program are looking to deliver powerful messaging around ‘look at what we can achieve when we work together’ and ‘everyone’s contribution is important’. The activity also works fantastically to reinforce company values, launch new products or deliver business messages.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    All Hands

                

                

                    One of our most impactful activities, All Hands sees teams recreate a work of art to reflect your corporate culture, completely from scratch. Our twist on this popular team building classic is to mirror your organisational structure to ensure we can run a meaningful debrief when the picture is finally revealed. The activity concludes by creating a strong emotional connection to your conference messaging and covers the topics of communication and collaboration showing what can be achieved when a team is fully aligned.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                12 - 500
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                2 - 3 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face,Outdoor
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Team Tracks uses a fully customizable app to deliver a customized and branded team building solution. Bring your conference messaging to life with a series of custom developed activities, including photo, video and quiz style challenges to engage your audience and connect them with the theme of your conference. Depending on your location we can build scavenger hunt styled GPS challenges, or indoor solutions to be run in your conference space.  
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Companies selecting Team Tracks are usually looking for a high fun focused team building activity with the ability to deliver and reinforce key conference messages. Our ability to fully customize the look and feel of the app and the activities ensures the team building activity is fully aligned to the conference branding and creates a seamless experience.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Team Tracks

                

                

                    State of the art,  GPS activity challenge. Sets a new benchmark in technology driven scavenger hunts with unparalleled activity types. Picture challenges, Video challenges, image recognition and augmented reality challenges. Can be run indoor or outdoor at a single location or across an entire city. Highly engaging!

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 1000
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                1 - 3 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face,Outdoor
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Rock My Boat is our twist on the classic team building genre of building and racing. Our unique twist adds an additional layer of creativity and problem solving to this already great activity. After designing and building their boats the final race in the open ocean will be something they will talk about for years to come. All aboard for this team building classic.
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Companies running Rock My Boat are usually looking for some traditional team bonding where fun and a shared sense of experience to help build trust is the required outcome. Our twist with a strong message to reinforce the importance of planning and alignment before task execution makes it a favourite activity for companies running strategic planning sessions but looking for a more fun focused team building activity.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Rock My Boat

                

                

                    Rock My Boat is an activity that sees teams design, build and race a cardboard boat. This event is much more than just a boat building activity and allows teams to experience the value of planning and sharing a common goal before executing a task.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 250
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                2 - 3 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face,Outdoor
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Snapshot is the perfect Ice Breaker for your next conference. Teams must take a series of Snap Shots in time. Each Snap Shot is based on the theme of your conference. This could be around your values or you’re the underlying message of the conference.Later in the conference, all images are used to generate a 3D video mosaic that reveals the corporate or conference logo and is an amazing reminder that the company is a combination of all of the employees together.
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Companies selecting Team Tracks are usually looking for a high fun focused team building activity with the ability to deliver and reinforce key conference messages. Our ability to fully customize the look and feel of the app and the activities ensures the team building activity is fully aligned to the conference branding and creates a seamless experience.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    SnapShot

                

                

                    Are you looking for a unique Ice Breaker to connect to your conference theme and deliver powerful end of conference messaging? Then SnapShot could be just what you're looking for.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 1000
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                0 - 1 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face,Outdoor
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Movie Making team building is some of the best team building you can do. The Business uses state of the art equipment to ensure the best possible audio and visual outputs. Teams must plan, script, direct and star everything, following “The Hero’s Journey” story telling format. We use our interactive voting when we play the videos to announce the winning teams. Add on an optional ‘Oscar’ themed ceremony to make it an event to remember.
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Companies using The Business are usually wanting teams to explore some kind of business message. This could be the strategic focus for the company for next year (collaboration, alignment, go for growth) or connecting to the company values. The creation of a movie around this theme helps to anchor the message. Companies also select this activity because it is so much fun…

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    The Business

                

                

                    This highly creative task goes deeper into movie making and sees your team vision for the future. We have built multiple debriefing points into this tried and tested team building activity to ensure that the link back to business messages is always clear.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 100
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                3 - 4 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face,Outdoor
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Movie Making team building is some of the best team building you can do. Ad Break sits between Photoshoot and The Business in terms of time. Teams must plan, script, direct and star everything. We use our interactive voting when we play the videos to announce the winning teams. Add on an optional ‘Oscar’ themed ceremony to make it an event to remember.
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Companies using Ad Break are usually wanting teams to explore some kind of business message. This could be the strategic focus for the company for next year (collaboration, alignment, go for growth) or connecting to the company values. The creation of a movie around this theme helps to anchor the message. Companies also select this activity because it is so much fun…

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Ad Break

                

                

                    Movie making is some of the best team building you can possibly do and Ad Break is our twist on this team building classic. The concept is clear, teams must write, produce, act and edit a TV commercial or Short Movie. Due to the complexity of the task, there is an excellent opportunity for debriefing especially around planning and execution, managing ideas, decision making, resource allocation and time management. We only use Apple iPads with the latest apps to make sure the quality is great and that the software is easy for everyone to use. The activity concludes with the playing of the videos and some possible awards if required. All videos to be provided in electronic format to allow for any further usage within the organization.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 500
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                3 - 4 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face,Outdoor
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Empathy Styles has been our go to diagnostic for more than 15 years. It is an extremely practical tool that helps people to understand their own communication style and preferences, explains the differences in others, teaches attendees to observe these styles in others and then adapt their own approach to build empathy and improve communication skills. 
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                    Why?

                

                
                    The reason we love Empathy Styles so much is in its simplicity. Its visual nature makes it easy to understand and unlike other diagnostics, it is very easy to spot these styles in others. This makes it an extremely effective and practical tool that companies can use to raise awareness of the different communication styles in the organisation, and develop strategies to improve organizational communication.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Empathy Styles

                

                

                    Empathy Styles has been our go to diagnostic for nearly 15 years. It is so simple to understand, but so powerful when applied. Understand yourself, read the styles of others and adapt to build more empathy and drive improved communication.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 500
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                1 - 2 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Switch is our latest diagnostic tool that, whilst providing individual results,  is more focused on looking at team dynamics. It introduces 4 pairs of strategies that can either be used to Enable more considered decisions or Drive through results when appropriate. The Switch concept is about understanding individual and team biases and knowing when to switch between these to get the best possible outcomes.
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Switch is an excellent tool to provide a different perspective to the team on how they act and make decisions. When used alongside any of our Idea Shaker activities, Switch helps to explain the behaviours that were observed during the workshop and can really help teams to see the change they need to implement back at work. The better they understand the differences, the better they can leverage these strengths.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Switch

                

                

                    Switch is our latest Diagnostic tool and provides both individual profiles, but more importantly an incredibly thought provoking team diagnostic.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 160
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                1 - 2 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    The iCLi is a brilliant diagnostic from our friends at Tirian. The diagnostic comes from their work on Ambidextrous leadership in the field of Innovation and the need for all businesses to understand the innovation paradox and the need to be active in both Exploring and Preservation modes. The iCLi allows for very strategic discussions around the way the business innovates and is most suitable for exec level teams looking for an edge.
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                    Why?

                

                
                    Throughout history, when technology meets tradition, technology always wins. If you are not doing the disruption, the disruption will be done to you! The iCLi diagnostic is an excellent tool to help senior teams explore their relationship with innovation and the need to drive change. It will help you to identify gaps in your innovation strategy and build strategies for sustainable business growth.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    iCLi

                

                

                    The iCLi is one of the most interesting diagnostics we have seen for years. It's unique focus on the need for different innovation approaches makes it ideal for exec level individuals and teams.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 24
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                1 - 2 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face
                            


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    What Is It?

                

                
                    Survivor Island rescue is the ultimate blend of learning driven team building and team bonding. The first half of the activity sees teams compete in a number of physical Island Survivor themed challenges and for the second half teams must escape the island using an adaptation of our hugely successful Rock My Boat activity. Is this the ultimate team building activity? We think it’s pretty close.
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                    Why?

                

                
                    This blended program is specifically for companies that want strong learning outcomes AND an amazing, high energy, team bonding experience at the same time. If you can’t decide between our stronger learning driven programs, or our amazing team bonding experiences, then you can have both.

                

            

        

    

 
    

        

            
                
                
                    Survivor Island Rescue

                

                

                    Inspired by the TV show, teams complete a series of survival themed tasks. This includes crossing the quick sand, working together to secure their water, identify building materials and designing, building and racing their boats off the Island.Survivor Island Rescue delivers solid learning outcomes and self-reflection on the theme of high performing teams, with well-structured debriefs after each activity to draw out the key learning.

                    
                        	
                                Number of Attendees:
                                6 - 100
                            
	
                                Time Frame:
                                3 - 4 hours
                            
	
                                Location:

                                Indoor,Face to face,Outdoor
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